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Troubleshootes - die heißesten Navy SEALs der
Welt! Tödlicher Hinterhalt Eigentlich sollte sich
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der Navy SEAL Tom Paoletti nach einer
schweren Kopfverletzung in seiner Heimatstadt
Baldwin's Bridge in Ruhe auskurieren. Doch
daraus wird nichts: Denn am Flughafen entdeckt
Tom einen für tot erklärten Terroristen. Als ihm
seine Vorgesetzten keinen Glauben schenken,
beschließt er kurzerhand, eine eigene AntiTerror-Einheit zusammenzustellen. Doch damit
bringt er nicht nur sich selbst und seine Freunde
in Lebensgefahr - sondern auch seine
Jugendliebe Kelly Ashton, die er nie wirklich
vergessen konnte, und die fest entschlossen ist,
Tom bei der Suche zu helfen ... Bedingungslos
"Die Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika
verhandeln nicht mit Terroristen!" Als Meg
Moores Tochter Amy von einer extremistischen
Gruppe entführt wird, weiß die junge Mutter,
dass dies ein Todesurteil für das Mädchen
bedeutet. Sie weiß auch: Um Amy zu retten ist
sie bereit, alles zu tun - koste es, was es wolle. In
ihrer Verzweiflung wendet Meg sich an den
Navy SEAL John Nilsson. Obwohl es Jahre her
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ist, dass sie sich zuletzt gegenüberstanden, ist
Nils noch immer der Einzige, dem Meg vertraut
... und in dessen Hände sie das Leben ihrer
Tochter legen würde. Am Limit Das Fliegen ist
Lieutenant Teresa Howes große Leidenschaft,
und sie ist eine der besten Helikopterpilotinnen
der US-Marine. Doch als ein Jet mit der Tochter
eines amerikanischen Senators an Bord entführt
wird, sind ihre Fähigkeiten gefragt wie nie
zuvor. Gemeinsam mit Senior Chief Stan
Wolchonok leitet sie die gefährliche
Rettungsmission und muss schon bald
feststellen, dass sie dabei nicht nur ihr Leben,
sondern auch ihr Herz verlieren könnte ... "Eine
meisterhaft geschriebene Reihe, äußerst
berührend und atemberaubend spannend!"
Romantic Times Die ersten drei Bände der
Troubleshooter-Reihe jetzt in einem eBook!
Into the Night: Troubleshooters 5 Feb 19 2022
Troubleshooters: They Never Let You Down. The
fifth addictive romantic suspense novel in New
York Times bestselling author Suzanne
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Brockmann's Troubleshooters series, filled with
thrilling adventure, excitement and passion. In
INTO THE NIGHT, as a deadly assassination plot
plays out around them, White House staffer Joan
DaCosta and Lieutenant Mike Muldoon must risk
everything to survive. When White House staffer
Joan DaCosta is assigned to work with Navy
SEAL Lieutenant Mike Muldoon on a
presidential visit to a Californian naval base, she
is reluctant to admit quite how drawn she is to
the handsome young officer. For a woman who
has always prided herself on being 'one of the
guys' in the mostly male-dominated world of
politics, it's stunning to her how quickly Mike
breaks through her defences. Mike may be
younger than Joan in years, but his experience in
the field has made him strong, decisive and
fearless - he's more than a match for Joan. But
as their attraction grows, so does a terrible
danger: terrorists are plotting to attack the
president. Now, Joan and Mike must risk their
lives and everything they hold dear, including
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their hearts, if they are to save their
commander-in-chief from the disaster that
awaits him...
Embraced by Love Feb 07 2021 Annotated
reissue originally published 1995 A workaholic
thirty-something couple and a baby… Josie
Cooper’s got the perfect-for-her life. This former
small-town-girl has worked long and hard to
grow her computer start-up into a company to
be reckoned with. She’s also found her soul-mate
in brilliant, quirky, and extremely sexy architect
Cooper McBride. And they’re happily—if
busily—living out their HEA in Manhattan, the
City that Never Sleeps. The ongoing journey of a
happy marriage is one that needs constant work
and compromise, but Josie and Cooper are
experts at thinking creatively to make their lives
and relationship vibrant and thriving. But when
Josie’s brother and his wife are killed in a car
accident in the mountains of Tennessee, their
two small children—four year old Lucy and nine
month old Ben—have nowhere to go, unless Josie
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and Cooper step up. “I saw a baby once,” Josie
tells Coop, “but that’s the extent of my
experience…” Outside-of-the-box thinking is this
power-couple’s forte, but adding two
understandably needy kids to the chaos of their
lives is a daunting challenge—one that will test
them in unexpected ways… With footnoted
commentary about everything from presmartphone life in 1994/1995 (when Embraced
by Love was written, published, and is still set)
to thoughts on writing romance and how much
Romancelandia—and her own writing—has
changed in the past twenty-something years,
Suzanne Brockmann presents a special
annotated edition of one of her very earliest
books. Set in 1995, Embraced by Love is a full
length novel of 64K words (76K with
annotations) or 240 pages. It was originally
published in 1995.
Troubleshooters - Tödlicher Hinterhalt Jul
24 2022 Nach einer schweren Kopfverletzung
kehrt Navy SEAL Tom Paoletti in seine
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Heimatstadt in Neuengland zurück. Als er dort
zufällig einen gefährlichen Terroristen entdeckt,
schenkt ihm das Militär keinen Glauben.
Gemeinsam mit seiner Jugendliebe, der schönen
Dr. Kelly Ashton, versucht Tom deshalb auf
eigene Faust, den Terroristen zu schnappen.
When Tony Met Adam (annotated reissue
originally published 2011) Jan 18 2022
WHEN TONY MET ADAM: Annotated reissue,
originally e-published in June 2011A
Troubleshooters short story in celebration of the
repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell. Navy SEAL Tony
Vlachic meets out gay actor Adam Wyndham at
the end of 2007’s All Through the Night and
sparks fly... Navy SEAL Tony Vlachic has kept
his sexual orientation a secret for years under
the threat of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” That is,
until he meets Adam Wyndham, a charismatic
yet troubled movie star. Tony knows he’s risking
his military career when he approaches Adam in
front of his SEAL teammates. And Adam, nursing
a broken heart, has no interest in a relationship.
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Still, neither man can deny their instant
attraction. Tony didn’t become a SEAL by
accepting rejection, and his pursuit of Adam
leads to one unforgettable night. But the next
morning, Tony is ordered to ship out to
Afghanistan with SEAL Team Sixteen, and he’s
forced to leave Adam with too much unsaid. As
Tony enters a dangerous war zone, Adam has to
choose between keeping the home fires burning,
or taking a blowtorch, igniting the hope of a new
relationship with a perfect-for-him man, and
burning it all to the ground. When Tony is
injured, the two men must face their feelings for
each other. With a little help from some
friends—Tony’s SEAL teammates of Izzy, Jenk,
Lopez, and Gillman, and Adam’s longtime
frenemy, Troubleshooters operative Sam
Starrett—they must decide if what they’ve found
together is worth risking even more than their
hearts. (Around 19K words or 80 pages) Also
available in a low-priced 3-in-1 collection, in
both ebook and print, with BEGINNINGS AND
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ENDS and MURPHY'S LAW.
Ins Dunkel May 22 2022 Grausamer als die
Natur ist nur der Mensch. Fünf Frauen
unternehmen eine Wanderung durch den
australischen Busch, organisiert von ihrer
Firma, ausgerüstet nur mit Kompass und
Landkarte. Tage später kommen nur vier von
ihnen zurück. Aaron Falk, Ermittler der
australischen Polizei, muss die vermisste Alice
Russell unbedingt finden. Sie ist seine
Informantin bei einem Unternehmen, das unter
dem Verdacht der Geldwäsche steht. Alice kennt
nicht nur die Machenschaften der Firma,
sondern auch die dunklen Geheimnisse ihrer
Kolleginnen, mit denen sie unterwegs war. Die
Wildnis ist unerbittlich, lange wird Alice hier
nicht überleben. Doch die wahre Gefahr droht
von ganz anderer Seite ... «Eindringlich,
faszinierend und absolut empfehlenswert.
Harper ist begnadet darin, Angst und
Unbehagen zu erzeugen, und sie zeichnet ein
fesselndes Bild einer furchterregenden
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australischen Landschaft.» (The Times)
BodyGuard May 30 2020 Reissue (Original
Publication Date: December 1999) Rita Award
Winner Alessandra Lamont may have married
into the mob, but she also thought she’d
divorced the mob when her husband became her
ex. But apparently he forgot to tell her about the
million dollars he stole from his boss, Michael
Trotta. And even though Alessandra manages to
dig up the money, she’s still almost blown to bits
in a mob hit. Loose-cannon FBI agent Harry
O’Dell’s ex-wife and son were killed by Trotta’s
men, and he’ll do whatever it takes to bring
Trotta down—even use beautiful Alessandra as
bait. But when the set-up goes bad and
Alessandra is nearly killed, she and Harry go on
the run—and sparks quickly fly… (Set in 1999,
Body Guard is a full length novel of 103K words
or 340 pages, originally published in December,
1999, by Ballantine Books.)
Dark of Night: Troubleshooters 14 Mar 20
2022 Troubleshooters: They Never Let You
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Down. The fourteenth addictive romantic
suspense novel in New York Times bestselling
author Suzanne Brockmann's Troubleshooters
series, filled with thrilling adventure, excitement
and passion. In DARK OF NIGHT, the
Troubleshooters take on their most deadly foes...
Badly shaken after the loss of one of their own,
the men and women of Troubleshooters Inc. go
up against their most deadly opponents yet - the
clandestine organisation, The Agency. Blackmail,
extortion, murder: The Agency's black-ops sector
will stop at nothing to achieve their objective.
But this time they've gone too far and hit too
close to home and the Troubleshooters are out
for revenge. Led by former Navy SEAL Lawrence
Decker, a team of investigators - from FBI agent
Jules Cassidy and former CIA operative Dave
Malkoff, to Troubleshooters Sophia Ghaffari,
Tess Bailey and receptionist Tracy Shapiro band together to uncover the truth, and bring
the killers to justice. But the stakes are raised
even higher when Decker barely escapes an
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attempt on his life. It soon becomes clear that
the hunters have become the hunted - and the
Troubleshooters are no longer just solving a
crime - they're fighting for survival.
Zu heiß! Aug 21 2019
Troubleshooters - Am Limit Jun 23 2022 Das
Fliegen ist Lieutenant Teri Howes große
Leidenschaft, und sie ist eine der besten
Helikopterpilotinnen der US-Marine. Doch als
ein Jet mit der Tochter eines amerikanischen
Senators an Bord entführt wird, werden ihre
Fähigkeiten auf eine harte Probe gestellt.
Gemeinsam mit Senior Chief Stan Wolchonok
leitet sie die gefährliche Rettungsmission und
muss schon bald feststellen, dass sie dabei nicht
nur ihr Leben, sondern auch ihr Herz verlieren
könnte ...
The Kissing Game Aug 01 2020 Reissue
originally published 1996 Friends to lovers…
When Frankie Paresky was twelve, she had a
mad crush on her best friend Leila’s older
brother, Simon. And while grown-up Francine
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still appreciates that Simon’s handsome-hot-andsexy factor is off the scale, she’s well aware that
he’s Sunrise Key’s most notorious ladies’ man.
She’s glad to be his friend—his sharp sense of
humor and love of laughter makes him fun to be
around—but she’s careful to follow the “ten foot
pole” rule. If she lets him get too close, her
resistance starts to melt—but Simon only does
short-term flings and Frankie’s looking for
forever. On a madcap adventure… Simon Hunt
can’t stop making trench-coat-and-fedora jokes
when Frankie gets a license to become a private
eye. Sunrise Key isn’t exactly overrun with crime
or mysteries that need solving, so she’s as
surprised as he is when a client walks in to her
office and drops a hefty retainer on her desk.
Her first big assignment seems daunting: find a
man named “John” who vacationed on the island
over a decade ago. But Frankie’s lived in the tiny
tourist town her entire life and she soon realizes
that the key to finding John lies in her tracking
down his stepson—who just happens to be the
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boy with whom she shared her first kiss. As
Simon plays Dr. Watson to Frankie’s Sherlock
Holmes, he quickly realizes that she’s good at
solving mysteries. And when—not if, when—she
finds and reconnects with her long-ago love,
Simon might lose her forever. And suddenly, for
this life-long fan of the one-night-stand, the idea
of forever with Frankie is a whole lot less
terrifying than the thought of forever without
her… Welcome back to Sunrise Key! Set in 1996
in fictional Sunrise Key, Florida, The Kissing
Game is the second book in the Sunrise Key
trilogy, which includes Kiss and Tell (#1) and
Otherwise Engaged (#3). The Kissing Game was
originally published in 1996. Awards • Romantic
Times WISH Award for Simon Hunt • Nominated
for RT’s Best Loveswept of the Year
HeartThrob Jul 12 2021 Reissue (Original
Publication Date: March 1999) THE SEXIEST
MAN ALIVE… Former A-list movie star Jed
“Jericho” Beaumont had—and lost—it all when
prescription drugs and alcohol sent him
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spiraling out of control. He’s been gone for five
years—a lifetime in Hollywood—but he’s finally
clean, and he’s ready for a comeback. Jed knows
that the character of Laramie in an indie movie
called The Promise is the role of a lifetime. He
wants it badly enough to sign an outrageous
contract with producer Kate O’Laughlin—one
that requires Jed to be supervised, 24/7. THE
BRILLIANT WOMAN WHO’S HIS MATCH…
Kate’s producing the movie of her heart, and
although Jericho’s an incredible talent, his
reputation is for reckless behavior—which could
kill this project that she loves. The only solution
is to ensure his sobriety by babysitting her
handsome leading man—a job that quickly
proves challenging. The two are at odds from the
start—and sparks quickly fly… (Set in 1999,
HeartThrob is a full length novel of 104K words
or 340 pages, originally published in March,
1999, by Ballantine Books.)
Out of Body Nov 23 2019 New, never before
published novel First published July 2018 RITA
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Award Finalist FRIENDS TO LOVERS, WITH A
SUPERNATURAL TWIST... Henry’s been in love
with his best friend Malcolm since college, but
after he kisses Mal on Halloween night, things
go desperately wrong. Awkward turns to just
plain weird when Mal mysteriously vanishes.
And weird gets freaky when Henry starts to
wonder if he’s being haunted by Mal’s ghost.
Henry’s other friends think he’s losing it—that
Mal’s just run from conflict. But freaky turns to
full-on crazy when, with the help of a “spirit
guide,” Henry casts a spell that allows him—and
only him—to see and hear Malcolm, who’s been
right there, in his house, the entire time. If Mal
really is a “lingering spirit,” he won’t “move on”
until he completes some undetermined
“unfinished business.” And Mal—who’s been in
love with Henry since forever, too—assumes his
task is to help his best friend woo and fall in love
with another man. But sometimes things aren’t
what they seem, being invisible doesn’t always
mean you’re dead, and love really can conquer
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all… Suzanne Brockmann is back with a standalone romantic comedy that’s soon to be a
feature film starring Jason T. Gaffney and Kevin
Held. (50,000 words or 190 pages) Find out
more about OUT OF BODY, the movie, at
www.SuzanneBrockmann.com/movies
Born to Darkness (Originally Published
2012) Mar 28 2020 Fighting Destiny series # 1
Reissue originally published 2012 Set in a dark
and crumbling near-future... Navy SEAL LT
Shane Laughlin was dishonorably discharged
and blacklisted—for being too honorable.
Desperate for work and down to his last ten
bucks, he takes a job as a test subject—a human
guinea pig—at Boston’s Obermeyer Institute, a
fringe scientific research facility. Shane’s
skeptical when he finds out that OI’s focus is to
find and train certain exceptional people, usually
young girls—called “Greater-Thans”—whose
skill-sets include telekinesis, telepathy, rapid
self-healing, and super-human strength. And
he’s even more surprised when he discovers that
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Mac, the mysterious woman who rocked his
world in an epic one-night stand, is part of an
elite team of kickass OI operatives who use their
G-T skills to rescue and protect innocents.
Because OI’s not the only organization trying to
find Greater-Thans—and the other guys are out
to exploit them. An illegal drug called “Destiny”
is being made from the blood of young,
untrained, and powerless Greater-Than girls.
Addictive and dangerous, it gives its wealthy and
reckless users instant G-T powers—including
eternal youth—at a lethal price. Dr. Michelle
“Mac” Mackenzie and her OI team are at war
with the shadowy corporations who enslave girls
to meet the rising demand for Destiny, and
Shane wants to join them. He may not be a G-T,
but as a former Navy SEAL, he’s got talents of
his own. Still, Mac’s got powerful reasons to
keep her distance from Shane. But when one
very special little girl goes missing, Mac’s ready
to do anything—including accept Shane’s
help—to find and save her. Mac’s used to risking
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her life, but she now faces sacrificing her heart...
Originally published in 2012 (170,000 words,
original hard cover edition was 513 pages)
Mindhunter - Tödliche Gabe Mar 08 2021 Der
ehemalige Navy SEAL Shane Laughlin lässt sich
von einem geheimnisvollen Institut, wo
Menschen mit besonderen mentalen Fähigkeiten
ausgebildet werden, als Testsubjekt engagieren.
Am Institut begegnet Shane der hübschen
Michelle Mackenzie wieder, die ihm nach einem
One-Night-Stand nicht mehr aus dem Kopf will.
Doch Michelle besitzt eine ebenso faszinierende
wie gefährliche Gabe.
Dangerous Destiny Oct 23 2019 Dangerous
Destiny (When Skylar Met Calvin) First
published 2014 Night Sky Series Prequel Short
Story (12,000 words or 50 pages) A prequel
short story to the Night Sky series, in which
Skylar meets her best friend Calvin. Sky’s just
moved to Coconut Key, Florida, in the middle of
the school year. She’s busy trying to survive the
awkwardness of being the New Girl, and it’s not
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easy. But the day she meets Calvin out in the
quad, they both have to survive a far more
deadly challenge—a girl who seems determined
to end her own life… and to take Skylar with her.
(12,000 words or 50 pages) Dangerous Destiny
(When Skylar Met Calvin) is a prequel short
story in a YA series set in the same dark future
as Suzanne Brockmann’s Born to Darkness, the
first installment in her Fighting Destiny
paranormal romance series. The Night Sky YA
series has the same mix of suspense, romance,
humor, and the paranormal, and deals with
many of the same themes, including society’s
relentless exploitation and devaluation of
females, and the empowerment that comes when
women and girls recognize their strength and
intellect, and stand up, fight back, and save the
day. The Night Sky YA Series: Night Sky Series
Prequel: Dangerous Destiny (When Skylar Met
Calvin) Night Sky Series # 1: Night Sky Night
Sky Series # 2: Wild Sky
King's Ransom Oct 03 2020 New, never-beforeRead Book Over The Edge
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published full-length novel First published
December 2020 Tall, Dark & Dangerous/SEAL
Team Ten #13 Hero: Navy SEAL LT (jg) Thomas
King Heroine: Tasha Francisco Tropes:
Childhood friends to lovers Snowbound/trapped
in close quarters The book that readers have
been waiting for. In Frisco's Kid, Tasha
Francisco was a strong-willed, independent
child, thrown into the temporary care of her
Navy SEAL uncle, Alan "Frisco” Francisco. Years
older, but still just a kid himself, Thomas King
lived nearby. Tasha took one look and declared
she'd marry him someday. Thomas wasn't quite
so sure about that. Now Tasha's a strong-willed,
independent young woman, and Thomas is an
officer and a hospital corpsman with SEAL Team
Ten. When Tasha's Uncle Alan asks Thomas for a
favor—to help keep his niece safe as she travels
to a remote ski lodge with her wealthy
boyfriend’s royal family—Thomas grimly accepts
his role as Tasha's bodyguard. But things go
horribly, terribly wrong, and Thomas and Tasha
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find themselves alone together in the freezing
wilderness, on the run from the dangerous men
who want her dead. Thomas knows only one
thing for sure: He'll sacrifice everything and
anything to keep Tasha safe. (92K words or 300
pages)
Zu stark! Apr 28 2020
Beginnings and Ends & When Tony Met Adam
with Murphy's Law (annotated reissues
originally published in 2012, 2011, 2001) May 10
2021 A 3-in-1 Annotated Collection of Reissued
Short Stories Two Troubleshooters Stories plus a
Navy SEAL Short BEGINNINGS AND ENDS:
Annotated reissue originally e-published in June
2012 A Troubleshooters short story Jules and
Robin find that endings can be the start of
something new… After years of playing a
tormented actor named Joe Laughlin on the hit
television show Shadowland, Hollywood star
Robin Chadwick Cassidy is ready for a change.
Joe’s character embodies the real demons of
Robin’s past—his struggle with his sexuality, his
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battle with alcoholism—and portraying the part
has taken a heavy toll on his personal life.
Robin’s husband, FBI agent Jules Cassidy, has
noticed the strain and will do whatever he can to
make Robin happy. And what Robin has in mind
will forever transform his career, his marriage,
and his family. (Around 12K words or 60 pages)
WHEN TONY MET ADAM: Annotated reissue
originally e-published in June 2011 A
Troubleshooters short story in celebration of the
repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell. Navy SEAL Tony
Vlachic meets out gay actor Adam Wyndham at
the end of 2007’s All Through the Night and
sparks fly... Navy SEAL Tony Vlachic has kept
his sexual orientation a secret for years under
the threat of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” That is,
until he meets Adam Wyndham, a charismatic
yet troubled movie star. Tony knows he’s risking
his military career when he approaches Adam in
front of his SEAL teammates. And Adam, nursing
a broken heart, has no interest in a relationship.
Still, neither man can deny their instant
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attraction. Tony didn’t become a SEAL by
accepting rejection, and his pursuit of Adam
leads to one unforgettable night. But the next
morning, Tony is ordered to ship out to
Afghanistan with SEAL Team Sixteen, and he’s
forced to leave Adam with too much unsaid. As
Tony enters a dangerous war zone, Adam has to
choose between keeping the home fires burning,
or taking a blowtorch, igniting the hope of a new
relationship with a perfect-for-him man, and
burning it all to the ground. When Tony is
injured, the two men must face their feelings for
each other. With a little help from some
friends—Tony’s SEAL teammates of Izzy, Jenk,
Lopez, and Gillman, and Adam’s longtime
frenemy, Troubleshooters operative Sam
Starrett—they must decide if what they’ve found
together is worth risking even more than their
hearts. (Around 19K words or 80 pages)
MURPHY'S LAW: Annotated reissue originally epublished in March 2001 A Navy SEAL short
story Jim Murphy and Andrea Patterson attend
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the same high school, but they don’t meet until
days before Andi leaves for college and Jim joins
the Navy. It’s not until six years later, as Jim’s
accepted into the Navy SEALs BUD/S training
program that he takes a chance and hand
delivers some letters that he would have sent
years ago, if he’d only had Andi’s address. But
it’s never too late to start again, as Andi finds
out when she comes up against Jim’s upbeat,
revised version of Murphy’s Law. (Around 7500
words or 20 pages) All three stories, combined,
are around 38,000 words or 200 pages.
Annotated by the author, this 3-in-1 collection is
available in e-book and print on demand, as well
as individually as e-shorts.
SEAL Camp Dec 05 2020 Tall, Dark &
Dangerous/SEAL Team Ten #12 New, never
before published, full-length novel First
published May 2018 Navy SEAL Lieutenant Jim
“Spaceman” Slade’s got a problem. A SEAL
Team is only as fast as its slowest member—and
right now, thanks to his battered knees—that’s
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Jim. He reluctantly takes medical leave, but he’s
a SEAL, so he spends his “vacation” as an
instructor, helping out a former Senior Chief
who runs a camp for SEAL wannabes. But to
Jim’s shock, he finds himself falling for the one
woman attending the camp session—an
obviously brilliant but seemingly timid lawyer
who is determined to do everything her way, no
matter how wrong. Ashley DeWitt’s got a
problem, too. She’s a kickass lawyer, but when it
comes to her personal life, she’s a total
pushover. When she finds herself hiding behind
her condo Dumpster to avoid a confrontation
with an ex, she decides enough is enough and
signs up for a session at a camp called SEAL
World, in hopes she’ll discover how to be more
assertive outside of the courtroom. And then
she’s assigned to Jim’s team... When an alpha
male—smart, funny, strong, but terrified of a
future trapped behind a desk—collides with a
smart, funny, and quietly strong woman with a
troubled past, sparks fly hot and fast. The tall,
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dark, and dangerous Navy SEALs of Team Ten
are back, with reader favorites like Lucky, Joe
Cat, Bobby Taylor and his wife Colleen, Thomas
King, Rio Rosetti—and with Suzanne
Brockmann’s signature blend of love, laughter,
and a hint of danger in SEAL Camp. (60,000
words or 200 pages)
Beginnings and Ends (annotated reissue
originally published 2012) Nov 16 2021
BEGINNINGS AND ENDS: Annotated reissue
originally e-published in June 2012 A
Troubleshooters short story Jules and Robin find
that endings can be the start of something new…
After years of playing a tormented actor named
Joe Laughlin on the hit television show
Shadowland, Hollywood star Robin Chadwick
Cassidy is ready for a change. Joe’s character
embodies the real demons of Robin’s past—his
struggle with his sexuality, his battle with
alcoholism—and portraying the part has taken a
heavy toll on his personal life. Robin’s husband,
FBI agent Jules Cassidy, has noticed the strain
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and will do whatever he can to make Robin
happy. And what Robin has in mind will forever
transform his career, his marriage, and his
family. (Around 12K words or 60 pages) Also
available in a low priced 3-in-1 collection, in both
ebook and print, with WHEN TONY MET ADAM
and MURPHY'S LAW.
Kiss and Tell Nov 04 2020 Reissue originally
published 1996 Her brother’s irritating best
friend… Leila Hunt spent her childhood plotting
her escape from small-town life on Sunrise
Key—when she wasn’t being teased and
tormented by her brother Simon and his friend
with the annoyingly sexy British accent,
Marshall Devlin. Now Marsh is the remote
island’s only doctor—and his year’s been lessthan good. His house burned down so he’s
staying with Simon, and many of his local
patients—some of which have four legs and a
tail—don’t have the means to pay. Still, he loves
his small-town life with one exception—he
misses his lively arguments with Leila. His best
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friend's annoying little sister… Leila lives and
works in New York City, but her life, too, is
anything but complete. She’s actually
considering a loveless marriage with a
colleague—until a holiday visit home turns her
world upside down. At Simon’s annual New
Year’s Eve masquerade party, Leila’s dressed
like Cinderella. But instead of fleeing at
midnight, she’s kissed by a masked man in a
ninja costume and he’s the one to run
away—promising his swift return. When he
doesn’t come back, Leila’s left wondering if the
magic she felt from that stranger’s kiss could
possibly be real. With Marsh’s “help,” she sets
out to track down her ninja, little realizing this
man with whom she’s sparked and sparred for
years has the power to set her world aflame.
Welcome to Sunrise Key! Set in 1996 in fictional
Sunrise Key, Florida, Kiss & Tell is a full length
novel of 51K words or 190 pages, and is the first
book in the Sunrise Key trilogy, which includes
The Kissing Game (#2) and Otherwise Engaged
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(#3). Kiss & Tell was originally published in
1996.
Operation Heartbreaker Dec 17 2021
Over the Edge: Troubleshooters 3 Oct 27 2022
Troubleshooters: They Never Let You Down. The
third addictive romantic suspense novel in New
York Times bestselling author Suzanne
Brockmann's Troubleshooters series, filled with
thrilling adventure, excitement and passion. In
OVER THE EDGE, Lieutenant Teri Howe and
Senior Chief Stan Wolchonok are made to
undertake a daring rescue mission. But there is
more than just their lives at stake... Lieutenant
Teri Howe is one of the best helicopter pilots in
the naval reserves. Strong and dedicated, her
passion for flying is only rivalled by her
attraction to Senior Chief Stan Wolchonok. And
when a past mistake surfaces, jeopardizing
everything Terri has worked for, she
immediately turns to Stan for support. Stan
doesn't hesitate to come to Terri's aid, even
though he knows his personal code of honour Read Book Over The Edge
Troubleshooters 3 Suzanne Brockmann
Free Download Pdf

and perhaps his heart - will be at risk. But when
a jet carrying an American senator's daughter is
hijacked, Stan can no longer keep Terri at arm's
length - he needs her flying skills to help him
undertake a daring rescue mission. In the midst
of danger, and as the boundaries between
friends and lovers begin to blur, Terri and Stan
realise that they are being pushed over the edge
into a future that might be more than they ever
dreamt of...
Troubleshooters - Bedingungslos Aug 25 2022
"Die Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika
verhandeln nicht mit Terroristen!" Als Meg
Moores Tochter Amy von einer extremistischen
Gruppe entführt wird, weiß die junge Mutter,
dass dies ein Todesurteil für das Mädchen
bedeutet. Sie weiß auch: Um Amy zu retten ist
sie bereit, alles zu tun - koste es, was es wolle. In
ihrer Verzweiflung wendet Meg sich an den
Navy SEAL John Nilsson. Obwohl es Jahre her
ist, dass sie sich zuletzt gegenüberstanden, ist
Nils noch immer der Einzige, dem Meg vertraut
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... und in dessen Hände sie das Leben ihrer
Tochter legen würde.
Ladies' Man Aug 13 2021 Reissue originally
published 1997 Ivy League college professor
Ellen Layne and her two kids are spending the
summer in NYC with her very famous uncle, the
star of a late night TV talk show. Recently
divorced, it’s her summer of crazy
indulgences—and when she meets Sam
Schaefer, a New York police detective who’s
much too handsome, much too smooth, and
much, much too young, she doesn’t say no,
thinking their steamy encounter in the back of a
limo is one-and-done. But Sam knows what he
likes and he wants more. And when he keeps
calling, Ellen’s "Oh, yes" becomes a heartfelt
"No way"—he’s funny, and smart, and pretty
damn perfect, and she knows it won’t take much
for her to fall for him, hard. (He’s too handsome,
too smooth, and ridiculously young.) But when
Ellen’s uncle starts getting threatening letters
from a clearly unhinged and dangerous stalker,
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the NYPD is called in and of course Sam’s
assigned the case. Ellen tries to avoid him, but
he’s around day and night, and sparks start to
fly... Set in 1997, Ladies’ Man is a full length
novel of 54K words or 215 pages, originally
published in 1997 by Bantam Loveswept.
Murphy's Law (annotated reissue originally
published 2001) Jun 11 2021 MURPHY'S LAW:
Annotated reissue originally e-published in
March 2001 A Navy SEAL short story Jim
Murphy and Andrea Patterson attend the same
high school, but they don’t meet until days
before Andi leaves for college and Jim joins the
Navy. It’s not until six years later, as Jim’s
accepted into the Navy SEALs BUD/S training
program that he takes a chance and hand
delivers some letters that he would have sent
years ago, if he’d only had Andi’s address. But
it’s never too late to start again, as Andi finds
out when she comes up against Jim’s upbeat,
revised version of Murphy’s Law. (Around 7500
words or 20 pages) Also available in a low priced
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3-in-1 collection, in both ebook and print, with
WHEN TONY MET ADAM and BEGINNINGS
AND ENDS.
Body Language Sep 02 2020 Reissue originally
published in 1998 Friends to lovers... Sandy Kirk
could always count on her best friend, Clint
McCade, to roar into town on his motorcycle in
the middle of the night—to shake things up and
make her laugh. His short visits brightened her
successful, busy, but sometimes lonely life as the
owner of a video production house, but this time
she needs his help. She’s finally met the man of
her dreams. James Vandenberg the Fourth is a
successful, wealthy lawyer—and the first man
Sandy’s ever met who doesn’t completely pale in
comparison to McCade. But this time McCade
has blown into town with a secret—he’s finally
realized what’s missing in his life—and it’s
Sandy. When she asks him to help her catch
James’s eye and win his heart, McCade dies a
little inside, but can’t refuse. Sandy’s happiness
means the world to him, and James—with his old
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money pedigree—is everything that McCade is
not. So McCade becomes Sandy’s motorcycleriding, long-haired, leather-clad Henry Higgins
as he gives her a make-over and teaches her the
art of seduction through body language. But
crossed signals and mixed messages soon have
the old friends playing the part of lovers, and
one thing quickly becomes clear: body language
doesn’t lie. In this witty, sensual, and poignant
tale, New York Times bestselling author Suzanne
Brockmann explores destiny, deception, and that
steamy tipping point between deep friendship
and romantic love. Set in 1998, Body Language
is a full length novel of 57K words originally
published in 1998 by Bantam Loveswept.
Stand-In Groom Sep 14 2021 Reissue originally
published in 1997 A Marriage of Convenience...
Chelsea Spencer doesn’t want to get
married—not now, not ever—but she’ll inherit a
small fortune once she’s legally wed. She needs
the money to keep her fledgling computer
software company afloat, and she’s made a
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careful plan to tie the knot with a friend. But
now the groom’s gotten cold feet—and Chelsea
needs a stand-in, fast. Cue tall, dark, and happygo-lucky Johnny Anziano, a gourmet chef who
drives a Meals-on-Wheels truck through the lessthan-stellar neighborhood where Chelsea rents
office space. He’d asked Chelsea out after
rescuing her from a gang of purse-snatching
kids, and she’d turned him down. He wanted to
take her to dinner, but now she
proposes—literally—an intriguing alternative.
Fake-marry her in front of her wealthy parents
and their six hundred wedding guests, then fly to
Vegas to get married for real—and take a cut of
the inheritance. And then, in a few weeks, they’ll
get the whole thing annulled. Johnny’s done
some crazy things in his life, but meeting at the
alter for a first date just might take the cake.
Still, there’s something about Chelsea Spencer
that makes him say yes. But when the minister
says “You may kiss the bride,” and Johnny
delivers, Chelsea realizes that she just might be
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in over her head... Set in 1997, Stand-In Groom
is a full length novel of 56K words or 200 pages,
originally published in 1997, by Bantam
Loveswept.
Otherwise Engaged Feb 25 2020 Reissue
originally published 1997 A fresh, new start…
When young widow Molly Cassidy inherits a
crumbling estate on small-town Sunrise Key, she
packs up her ten-year-old son, Zander, and sets
off for a new start, determined to turn the old
mansion into a bed-and-breakfast. The roof leaks
like a sieve and the decay is intense, but Molly’s
undaunted and unafraid of hard work. But
Sunrise Key’s resident billionaire, Preston
Seaholm, has coveted the property for years, and
even though Molly has repeatedly turned down
his offers for the estate, he’s convinced that
everyone has their price and it’s just a matter of
time before he discovers exactly what Molly
wants. Engagement of convenience…
Meanwhile, Pres has just tried to diffuse the
discomfort of being named Fantasy Man
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magazine’s “Most Eligible Bachelor of the Year”
by announcing that he’s newly engaged. And
when the press immediately leaps upon a photo
of Preston with Molly, and assumes she’s his
mysterious fiancée, all hell breaks loose. Molly
and Pres soon realize that their only option is to
pretend that they’re actually engaged—in hopes
that the media will soon move on to the next
distraction and leave them alone. But playing at
lovers causes sparks to fly, and Molly is faced
with the realization that what she really wants is
Pres… Welcome back to Sunrise Key! Set in
1997 in fictional Sunrise Key, Florida, Otherwise
Engaged is the third book in the Sunrise Key
trilogy, which includes Kiss and Tell (#1) and
The Kissing Game (#2). Otherwise Engaged was
originally published in 1997.
Women Constructing Men Jul 20 2019 Female
novelists have always invested as much narrative
energy in constructing their male characters as
in envisioning their female. The collected
articles in demonstrate that the topic of femaleRead Book Over The Edge
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Free Download Pdf

authored masculinities not only allows scholars
to re-discover almost every novel written by a
woman, but also triggers reflections on a host of
theoretical questions of gender and genre.
The Unsung Hero: Troubleshooters 1 Apr 21
2022 Troubleshooters: They Never Let You
Down. The first addictive romantic suspense
novel in New York Times bestselling author
Suzanne Brockmann's Troubleshooters series,
filled with thrilling adventure, excitement and
passion. In THE UNSUNG HERO, Lieutenant
Tom Paoletti faces a fight with the enemy of his
nightmares if he is to have a chance of a life with
the woman of his dreams, Kelly Ashton. After a
near-fatal head injury, Navy SEAL Lieutenant
Tom Paoletti is ordered to take a leave of
absence from his team. Although it's the last
thing he wants, Tom decides to make the best of
a visit home to New England - and a chance to
reconnect with childhood sweetheart Kelly
Ashton. Kelly, now a doctor, has returned home
to lick her wounds following a failed marriage
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but she has never forgotten Tom, the once
infamous bad boy of the town. When Tom
catches a terrifying glimpse of an international
terrorist in their hometown, and the Navy
dismisses the danger as injury-induced
imaginings, Kelly is the one person who never
doubts him. Creating his own makeshift
counterterrorist team from his most loyal
officers and the town's residents, Tom knows
they must save the day if he is to have one last
chance for happiness with Kelly...
Forbidden Jun 30 2020 Reissue (Original
Publication Date: April 1997) His brother loved
her... When Kayla Grey travels from Boston to
Montana, the last thing she expects is to find her
life in danger from a sudden, treacherous
blizzard. And after she’s rescued, she certainly
doesn’t expect to share heated, fireside kisses
with the handsome, blue-eyed cowboy who saved
her life. But then she discovers her hero is the
very person she’s flown so far to find—he’s the
brother of the man who’d proposed marriage
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mere weeks before dying in a tragic accident.
Montana rancher Cal Bartlett devoted his life to
his younger brother, Liam. Ten years older, he’d
raised the kid, giving him everything his heart
desired, including the top-notch education that
helped Liam win his job as a foreign
correspondent for a major newspaper—a job that
got him killed two long, bleak years ago. But
now Kayla—the woman his brother loved, a
woman Cal shouldn't desire—has come to ask a
favor. She’s heard the whisper of a rumor that
Liam is alive—held in a secret prison, deep in
the jungles of the tiny nation of San Salustiano.
Kayla’s determined to travel to the dangerous,
war-torn island with Cal, on the pretense of a
romantic vacation, but in truth to search for
clues. Together, they’ll risk their lives on the
slim hope that Liam might still be alive. It’s an
impossibly risky and dangerous journey—and the
dead last thing either Cal or Kayla expects is to
fall in love along the way.... Set in 1998 in
Asylum, Montana, San Salustiano, and Boston,
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Massachusetts, Forbidden is a full length novel
of 50K words or 212 pages. It’s the first in
Brockmann’s two-book Bartlett Brothers series.
Forbidden was originally published in 1997 by
Bantam Loveswept.
Fixing Frank Apr 09 2021 Suzanne Brockmann
Presents a new series of category romance
novellas set in Southern California, written by
Jason T. Gaffney with Ed Gaffney. Short, spicy,
and funny, the California Comedy series puts the
comedy in rom-com. First grade teacher Terry
O’Dell is thrilled when he’s chosen as a
contestant on Fixing Our Future, a popular
reality web series where the winner raises
money for charity. A few weeks of light-hearted
challenges and fun competition is exactly the
kind of distraction he needs to get over his
breakup with his fiancé. But when Terry learns
that handsome landscaper Frank Vacca is
another contestant on the show, his excitement
turns to dread. Because Terry’s ex ran off with
Frank’s ex. It’s only a matter of time before their
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embarrassing personal history is exploited by
the show’s producers, in hopes of going viral
with on-camera tears and maybe a table flip or
two. But Frank is not the kind of guy who waits
for life to happen to him, and he decides to fight
fire with fire. When their secret is exposed, he
impulsively declares that he and Terry are better
than ever, because they, too, have hooked up—in
fact, they’re engaged. Already popular, the pair
instantly becomes internet royalty. Of course it’s
all a sham, and only a matter of time before the
truth comes crashing down. But then, Frank and
Terry—long at odds and constantly
arguing—actually begin to fall for each other.
And that’s when things really start to go wrong…
(33,000 words or 140 pages)
Nicht ohne Risiko Dec 25 2019 Der sexy
Undercover-Cop Jim Keegan soll Emily
beschützen, nicht verführen - Suzanne
Brockmann inszeniert ein heißes Spiel mit der
Gefahr! Sie darf ihrem Herzen nicht folgen,
sondern muss so tun als ob. Seit Emily Marshall
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beim Yachtausflug ein Gespräch mitangehört
hat, weiß sie, dass ihr Freund Alex mit Drogen
handelt! Damit die Polizei ihn auf frischer Tat
ertappen und überführen kann, muss Emily die
Ahnungslose spielen. Zu ihrem Schutz zieht
ausgerechnet der sexy Undercover-Cop Jim
Keegan bei ihr ein und gibt sich als ihr Bruder
aus. Emily gerät in ein Labyrinth der Gefühle.
Denn Jim war ihre große Liebe, vor sieben
Jahren hatte er sie ohne ein Wort des Abschieds
verlassen. Und als er jetzt vor ihr steht, ist das
scheinbar Vergangene wieder da: Verzweiflung,
Wut - und gegen jede Vernunft auch heiße
Leidenschaft...
Wild Sky Sep 21 2019 Wild Sky Night Sky Series
# 2 Young Adult Paranormal with romantic
elements First published 2015 Skylar, Calvin,
Dana, and Milo are back, but now their unlikely
Destiny-fighting team includes... Garrett
Hathaway...? When Garrett’s friend Jilly goes
missing, Coconut Key Academy’s most “popular”
bully and all-around douche approaches Sky and
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Calvin to ask for help. From Garrett’s
description of the missing girl’s telekinesis, it’s
likely that Jilly is a Greater-Than like Sky and
Dana—a girl with rare super-powers. And it’s
highly likely that Jilly’s been kidnapped for her
valuable blood—an essential ingredient in the
dangerous, addictive street drug called Destiny,
which makes users young, healthy,
beautiful—and profoundly evil—before it kills
them. When Skylar and her team finally track
down Jilly, the girl oddly refuses to be rescued.
In the struggle that ensues, Calvin—who’s been
in a wheelchair since he was nine—is
accidentally injected with Destiny. For the shortterm, he can walk again, but the drug
willeventually kill him. After it turns him evil...
Unless Sky can find a way to save her best
friend’s life... Wild Sky is the second book in a
YA series set in the same dark future as Suzanne
Brockmann’s Born to Darkness, the first
installment in her Fighting Destiny paranormal
romance series. The Night Sky YA series has the
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same mix of suspense, romance, humor, and the
paranormal, and deals with many of the same
themes, including society’s relentless
exploitation and devaluation of females, and the
empowerment that comes when women and girls
recognize their strength and intellect, and stand
up, fight back, and save the day. (119K words or
436 pages) Don’t miss... Night Sky Series # 1:
Night Sky Night Sky Series # 0.5: Dangerous
Destiny (When Skylar Met Calvin)
Home Fire Inferno (Burn, Baby, Burn!) Oct 15
2021 Please note: A dollar of the author’s
royalties from each copy sold of this edition of
Home Fire Inferno will go to organizations
supporting veterans. (Thank you so much!) Also
note: Home Fire Inferno is a Troubleshooters
short story. It’s around fifty pages long, and was
originally published in the charity anthology Way
of the Warrior, which is no longer available in
most e-formats. This e-book reissue of Home
Fire Inferno also contains an excerpt from the
TS novella Ready to Roll, as well as a lengthy
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excerpt from Some Kind of Hero, Suzanne
Brockmann’s next full-length Troubleshooters
novel. Suzanne Brockmann returns to the actionpacked world of her best-selling Troubleshooters
Series with a new story featuring US Navy SEAL
Izzy Zanella, his extended family, and his kickass
teammates in SEAL Team Sixteen. Navy SEAL
Dan Gillman’s wife, Jenn, goes into early labor
while stranded in the California desert, as he,
Izzy Zanella, and most of Team Sixteen are
mission ready, overseas. Meanwhile, left behind
with a recent knee injury and faced with
impending surgery and rehab, Chief Jay Lopez
decides that the timing might be exactly right
for a romantic interlude with a pretty fifth grade
teacher . . . Hijinks definitely ensue. (12,000
words or about 50 pages) Home Fire Inferno is
the second story in a connected trilogy of
Troubleshooters shorts and novellas that starts
with Free Fall and concludes with Ready to Roll.
Freedom's Price Jan 06 2021 Reissue Originally
Published August 1998 Someone needs a
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makeover… Marisala Bolivar has a problem.
She’s come to Boston to get an education, and
it’s awkward enough that she’s several years
older than the average college freshman. But
when she finds out that her overprotective uncle
Santiago has asked her old friend Liam Bartlett
to be her guardian…? She’s not happy. She’s too
old to be anyone’s ward—and especially not
Liam’s, whom she’s secretly adored for years.
Liam first visited Marisala’s tiny island nation of
San Salustiano years ago, when she was just a
girl. As an American journalist, he was there to
report on the authoritarian government’s human
rights violations, and he was quickly targeted as
an enemy of the state. He spent years in the
soul-crushing darkness of a jail cell until
Marisala—with her fellow freedom
fighters—broke him out and helped him escape
from the island. But now peace has been won.
And while Marisala has the skills to lead a
guerrilla fighting force and survive in the jungle
for months on end, her uncle has decided she
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needs to be “civilized”—and that Liam is the
perfect man to teach her how a “proper young
lady” should behave. But Liam has problems of
his own as he struggles to deal with the PTSD he
hides behind his sunny smile. And Marisala has
other plans… Set in 1998 in Boston,
Massachusetts, Freedom’s Price spins the
Pygmalion/makeover romance trope on its head.
It’s a full length novel of 50K words or 212
pages, and is the second in Brockmann’s twobook Bartlett Brothers series that begins with
Cal’s story in Forbidden. Freedom’s Price was
originally published in 1998 by Bantam
Loveswept.
Union Issues Jun 18 2019
Looking for Billy Haines Jan 26 2020 Looking
for Billy Haines a romantic comedy in two acts,
with dance First performed Off-Broadway:
March 25, 2010 First e-published: November,
2018 Jamie Hollis, a struggling New York actor,
scores an audition for a feature film about Billy
Haines, a real life movie star of the 1920s and
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30s who gave up his career to stay in an out
relationship with his partner. Billy’s story, along
with Jamie’s rather vibrant imagination and his
three colorful roommates, helps him realize that
he needs to make some decisions about his own
unsatisfying relationship with a closeted man...
Looking for Billy Haines, a play in two acts with
dance, opened Off-Broadway in New York on
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March 25, 2010, at Theatre Row’s Lion Theatre
on 42nd Street. It was produced by small or
LARGE Productions, and directed by Suzanne
Brockmann, with assistance from Ed Gaffney.
The script is available in ebook and print from
Suzanne Brockmann Books. (26,000 words or
120 pages)
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